Design and Control of V2G to Enhance System Voltage Stability
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Abstract This paper presents a vehicle to grid (V2G) which regulates the charging & discharging between the electric vehicles (EVs) and test systems in order to aid with peak power and system voltage stability. Allowing electric vehicles to charge/discharge without any control technique may lead to variations of the voltage & disturbances to the utility grid, but when the charging/discharging of the electric vehicles is achieved in a smart way, they can support the power grid. In this work, fuzzy techniques are applied to control the power flow among the grid and the EVs. The work introduced in this paper mainly concentrates on the control technique for a V2G system which allows for using electric vehicles batteries to assist the grid voltage stability. The designed controllers maintain the node voltage and achieve peak power. The proposed controllers are tested on (16&6) generator test systems to check the performance of the suggested designs. Two fuzzy schemes are examined to explain the vehicle to grid ability to impact system voltage stability. The main contributions of this paper, fuzzy technique based control tool for vehicle to grid illustrate at a weak bus in the system and comparison of chargers producing active vs. reactive powers.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays electric power network is suffering a great repair for the first time since its starting over a many years behind; these variations are aimed to improving its overall operation. It is widely supposed that EVs will be a necessary component to make the smart system an actuality. Electric vehicles have a numerous of advantages that make them an appealing choice to both the smart system and the electric vehicle user also. The known characteristic of electric vehicles that has designed them in the present grid is the V2G feature. Electric vehicles require to charge and tow power from the utility grid if the state of charge (SOC) reaches minimum levels of their batteries. The vehicle to grid feature of electric vehicles will allow electric vehicles to transfer power to the utility grid. The Electric vehicle merits that would be useful to the smart grid system are presented in [1-3].

V2G technology can be defined as a system that there is the ability to dominate bi-directional electrical energy flowing among a vehicle & the grid. The energy flows from the electrical grid to vehicle that charges the battery. It flows in another direction if the grid needs the energy, for instance to supplied peak power. Based on bi-directional chargers, EVs have the chance to play the vehicle to grid role and the vehicle becomes savings in a smart grid system. By using the vehicle to grid network, the general utilities can supply a stable and best controlled service to face sudden increases in demand and energy storage for future utilize if supply is high. Vehicle to grid systems can also give fiscal benefits to the owners, therefore decreasing the gross costs of purchase an EV. V2G systems permit vehicle owners to produce income from selling power to the electrical grid [4]. In this article we design vehicle to grid systems in order to enhance voltage stability of the power systems.

Fuzzy technique is applied in this paper as an effective method to deal with non-linear & unpredictable power system grid. FLC is a simple method applied to solve problems with the attitude of the power system grid because it is pliable and depends on the fuzzy sets that made for the inputs/outputs based on the appreciation of the customer. It is necessary that at any specific period, a power system working condition must be stable and have to meet different operational criteria. Present power systems are working nearer to their stability outlines owing to economic and ecological constraints which maintain the power system stability is a very important & challenge problem. Voltage unstable has been of major concern to
power system recently and considered as one of the main causes of uncertainty for power system. Voltage instability happens if voltage drops below its nominal value and retrieving some devices of the power system like VAR compensators [5]. Heavy loads can be seen as one of the main causes of voltage instability if connected with a brittle system such as voltage and VAR issues.

Voltage stability depicts a power system’s capability to keep suitable voltage levels if small or large troubles occur to the system. Power systems in these days, Heavy loads in both active & reactive power can be considered the main reasons of voltage instability [6]. V2G technology is becoming an effective player in grid working and plays a significant role in stability improving, reliability and ecological aspects of electrical grid system [7]. Electric vehicles can serve as an energy source during vehicle to grid operation by dispatch electricity back into the utility grid therefore prevention load shedding [8]. Typical scheduling for charging or discharging of Electric vehicles in vehicle to grid structure is presented in. In this study, a scheduling optimization issue is illustrated wherever charging powers of the Electric vehicles are improved to reduce the overall charging cost of all Electric vehicles that perform charging through the day. From simulation results, we have observed that the scheduling scheme optimal can realize a good performance compared to the globally scheduling framework [9].

In this study, the concept of a charging terminal is inserted where all electric vehicles from a certain area shall charge/discharge their energy to the utility grid from the same site. For high penetration of EVs, stability of the utility grid becomes a challenging assignment. To handle this challenge, a vehicle to grid and charging controllers have been designed based on fuzzy technique. These controllers have been applied to control the energy flow among electric vehicles and the electrical grid. Fuzzy logic controller has been carried out to achieve vehicle to grid operation and its impact in terms of peak power demand & voltage regulation [10]. The charging station can treat 50 electric vehicles with various states of charge (SOC) limits and with various energy ratings. From the results, it is noticed that the current flow in the battery varies as per the power requirement by the electrical grid that is brought in as a distant signal. A charging station for the EVs has been presented in [11].

This paper is arranged as follows after introduction. Section (II) depicts the fundamentals of fuzzy logic controller (FLC) technique. Sections (III) discuss the analysis; research results and summarizes the results from the simulation. Finally, make conclusions are presented in section (IV).

2. Fundamentals of FLC Technique

Fuzzy technique and its sets are applied in order to transfer and action on facts which are not accurate and where the analysis depends on the concept of the user as against to facts that are confirmed & definite. FLC is nearer to how people depict concepts and it utilizes words as dissenting to numbers in defining variables. It allows for more elasticity & accuracy if depicting many complex systems. There are several main characteristics of FLC [5]; everything is a matter of degree and any logic system can be fuzzified. The major components of FLC can be shortened as follows: fuzzy sets, membership function, fuzzy rules & fuzzy inference system. Normal sets have a recognized grouping. Nevertheless, fuzzy sets are not known in such technique; instead they belong in a scope with the values among "0" & "1" characterized the degrees that a value is encompass in a set [11]. A membership role is a curve which determines inputs/outputs in terms membership degree. The form of the function depends on the kind of problem, its inputs and the expertise of the logic designer. However, the curve changes only from zero to one. After a membership role is confirmed, then, fuzzy rules are designed to create a decision around the output results. There are eleven functions generally applied to build membership functions in the Matlab program. The shape applied in this paper is the triangular function.

The fuzzy rule is a basic meaning in fuzzy logic technique which based on the surmise of the user for the active application. If the fuzzy rules are confirmed, the system outputs follow the characterization of the user. Thus, the outputs are sufficient, acceptable as well as the knowing about the system is delicate. When inputs are fuzzified and fuzzy rules are used, the outputs for every fuzzy rule will give fuzzy sets. Defuzzification, the procedure of changing a fuzzy variable into numerical values is finally completed to acquire outputs which make sense virtually [12]. Fuzzy control rule is depending on the information of the active application. After defuzzification the output will produce a single value. A fuzzy inference is a system that contains all the main components mentioned previously; fuzzy set, membership functions & fuzzy rules which defines as the procedure of formulate the mapping from a specific input to an output by using a fuzzy logic.

![Figure 1. Elements of fuzzy controller block diagram](image-url)
As depicted in Fig. 1, a fuzzy logic controller composed of four main elements; a fuzzification, rule base, a defuzzification & output stage. The fuzzification element transforms the binary inputs to fuzzy variables whereas; the defuzzification element transforms the fuzzy variables to binary outputs. All of this transformation is achieved by modes of a membership function. The rule base element is depicting the control technique agreed upon. The output from every rule in the rule base element is structured by the inference logic to obtain a value for every output of the membership function [13].

The first way to complete research objectives for this paper is to understand the conceptions of electric vehicles integration into the electrical grid from the part of helping with the system voltage stability. The merits of the electric vehicles battery are applied to assist assume and set the vehicle to grid state-of-charge. This study uses two test systems (16 & 6 generator systems). The test systems studied here used to analyze the limitations of the electrical grid. A 16-machine, 68 bus test system is considered for the illustration of different control design techniques which presents an overview of the test system including the models used to describe various components (e.g. generators). The numerical data for different model parameters is provided in the references [14, 15].

In this article, an outline was created and includes: Simulate a system by using power flow analysis. Add the V2G to the simulation. Design and test two FLCs to investigate the impact of every controller on the voltage stability of the system, define the weak & strong buses with regard to system voltage stability in both test systems to choose the ideal location for the charging station and examine the possibility of discharging by using reactive power (Q) to define when it helps even more than discharging active power (P) to the electrical grid.

### 3. Analysis and Simulation Results

#### 3.1. Test Systems

In order to present the vehicle to grid application, the test systems applied are introduced in this part. First test system includes 16-generators with 68busses; this system has been applied by numerous researchers for effect studies of novel controllers for stability of power system. The vehicle to grid stations are situated at bus (49) which is a weak bus and bus (4) which is a strong bus. Vehicle to grid stations were put as (PQ) loads in power flow analysis using the Matlab software [15]. Second test system includes 6-generators with 21 busses and 30 lines; the slack bus is situated at bus (16). The vehicle to grid stations is situated at bus (9) which is a weak bus and bus (1) which is a strong bus [16]. Once more vehicle to grid stations were put as (PQ) loads in power flow simulations. The two test systems applied in this paper are illustrated in the Appendix.

#### 3.2. FLC in Vehicle to Grid Framework

In this study, the charging & discharging have been controlled by using a FLC. For instance, the input parameters to the charging station are taken as the current integrated vehicles’ state of charge at a charging station and the node voltage on which the charging station is situated. For a low state of charge and high node voltage, the electric vehicle will charge whereas for a high state of charge and low node voltage, the electric vehicle will discharge. So, there may be cases which both the state of charge and node voltages is high or low. In this case, a limited charging/discharging rate requires to be carried out. Therefore, the FLC have been adjusted to be careful of such cases as well.

#### 3.3. Cases Study Analyses

3.3.1. Case Study (1): Best Fuzzy Technique

In this instance, a best fuzzy technique is designed which is the most balanced & smart fuzzy designed in this paper based on the literature survey [17, 18]. This controller balances the requires of charging and voltage among the utility grid and the EVs. As shown in table 1, we see that both state of charge of the EV and voltage of the electrical grid requires are balanced. A series of Figures from 2 to 5, follows to further illustrate how this controller implements in respects voltage stability in two cases the (16&6) generator systems. Once more a simulation with no vehicle to grid station depict is included on each figure for comparison purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage input variable</th>
<th>State of Charge</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Very High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>medium positive</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>medium negative</td>
<td>very negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>medium positive</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>small negative</td>
<td>Medium negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>very positive</td>
<td>medium positive</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>small negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>very positive</td>
<td>medium positive</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>very positive</td>
<td>very positive</td>
<td>medium positive</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.1.1. Best Fuzzy Technique, 16-Generator System and Vehicle to Grid Station at Bus (49)

Figure 2 illustrates the bus voltage magnitude of the 16-generator system as a function of time for the best fuzzy technique [P=Fuzzy] and no vehicle to grid station [P=0]. In general, the voltage profile is unchanged.

Figure 3 depicts the state of charge (SOC). The basic form follows the combined state of charge demand curve constructed from the reference data. In this case, the state of charge is considerably reduced. Observe the time interval from approximately 800 minutes to 1000 minutes if the state of charge is lower than the state of charge demand, mentioned that the vehicle to grid system is providing power to aid improve the system voltage profile.

Figure 2. Best fuzzy technique (Voltage) at bus (49) and 16 generator system

Figure 3. Best fuzzy technique (state of charge) at bus (49) and 16 generator system
3.3.1.2. Best Fuzzy Technique, 6-Generator System and Vehicle to Grid Station at Bus (9)

Figure 4 illustrates the bus voltage magnitudes of the 6-generator system as a function of time for the best fuzzy technique. In this case, the voltage profile is much less influenced by the existence of the charger, but there are still intervals from approximately 950 minutes to 1200 minutes where the vehicle to grid system adversely influenced the bus voltage.

Figure 5 depicts the state of charge (SOC) of the charger. The state of charge is considerably reduced for this case. Once more we can notice that for several intervals the vehicle to grid is discharging, as specified by the curve being below the no charger (P=0).
3.3.2. Case Study (2): Voltage Dependent Fuzzy Controller

In this case a fuzzy technique is designed, tested the voltage dependent controller, depending on the bus voltage and is designed to permit how much the controller will assist the voltage stability. As depict in Table 2, we note that the controller output is at most negative (discharging) till the voltage level high/very high, independent of vehicle to grid SOC. A series of Figures from 6 to 9 follows to further illustrate how this controller is implements in respects voltage stability in two cases the (16&6) generator systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State of Charge</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Very High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td></td>
<td>very negative</td>
<td>very negative</td>
<td>very negative</td>
<td>very negative</td>
<td>very negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium negative</td>
<td>Medium negative</td>
<td>Medium negative</td>
<td>Medium negative</td>
<td>Medium negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>small negative</td>
<td>small negative</td>
<td>small negative</td>
<td>small negative</td>
<td>small negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td>small positive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>very positive</td>
<td>very positive</td>
<td>very positive</td>
<td>very positive</td>
<td>very positive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2.1. Voltage Dependent Fuzzy Controller, 16-Generator System and Vehicle to Grid Station at Bus (49)

Figure 6 illustrates the voltage magnitude as a function of time at bus 49 of the 16-generator system. The voltage profile is broadly unchanged.

Figure 7 depicts the state of charge curve of the charger which is below the no charger for much of the day, denoting it's discharging effects.

![Figure 6. Voltage dependent controller (Voltage) at bus (49) and 16 generator system](image_url)
3.3.2. Voltage Dependent Fuzzy Controller, 6-Generator System and Vehicle to Grid Station at Bus (9)

Figure 8 illustrates the voltage magnitude as a function of time at bus (9) of the 6-generator system. The voltage profile is considerably improved by the existence of the vehicle to grid. We can notice that the vehicle to grid helping out by decreasing the load on the system.

Figure 9 depicts the state of charge of the charger for the 6-generator system at bus (9). The state of charge is significantly decreased compared to no charger. We observe why it is constantly discharging in Table 2, where this fuzzy technique is designed to be voltage dependent and therefore improve the voltage of the electrical grid.
Figure 9. Voltage dependent controller (state of charge) at bus (9) and 6 generator system

Figure 10. Best fuzzy technique (voltage), vehicle to grid at bus (9) and 6-generator system
3.4. Weak versus Strong Buses

In this part vehicle to grid stations are placed independently at weak and strong voltage stability buses in the 6-generator system to define the impacts of charger situation. All of this study is achieved using the best fuzzy technique. A weak & a strong buses in the test system are selected based on the analysis of the power flow Jacobean. In general, we considered the eigenvector related with the maximum eigenvalue of the Jacobian inverse matrix. Strong busses have little relation whereas weak busses were strongly limited to the critical eigenvalues. The Figures created for this analysis encompass voltages at the weak & strong busses for these cases; State of charge for both status, Load P/Q at the bus, vehicle to grid station output and maximum eigenvalue as measure of system voltage stability.

3.5. 6-Generator System Based on Best Fuzzy Technique, Vehicle to Grid at Buses (9 & 1)

Figure 10 presents the voltage magnitude at the weak bus (9) for the controller situated at the weak and strong buses. We observe that when the vehicle to grid station is at the weak bus, the highest voltage is a bit lower and the lowest voltage is a bit higher.

Figure 11 illustrates the voltage magnitude at the strong bus (1) for the controller situated at the weak and strong buses. In this case study, the controller at the weak bus produce a bit higher voltage at the low points & lower voltages at the high points, in spite of bus (1) voltage remain much higher than the weak bus voltage.

Figure 12 depicts the state of charge for the controller at weak & strong buses to compare among two cases. The vehicle to grid station at the weak bus is more changeable with a bit lower maximum and lower minimum state of charge. Therefore, set the controller at the strong bus permits more charging.

Figure 13 presents load active power (P) at bus (9) which is the weak bus for the controller situated at the weak & strong buses. We note that the charger makes its power range is great values.
Figure 12. Best fuzzy technique (State of charge), vehicle to grid at bus (9 & 1) and 6-generator system

Figure 13. Best fuzzy technique for load power, vehicle to grid at bus (9) and 6-generator system
Figure 14 illustrates load active power (P) at bus (1) for the controller situated at the weak & strong buses. Once more, placing the charger causes it to have a power range is larger values.

![Active load power at bus (1)](image)

**Figure 14.** Best fuzzy technique for load power, vehicle to grid at bus (1) and 6-generator system

Figure 15 depicts the output controller for weak and strong buses. This corroborates the data noticed in the state of charge curves.

![Vehicle to grid station power](image)

**Figure 15.** Best fuzzy technique (vehicle to grid) at bus (9&1), 6-generator system
3.6. Reactive Versus Active Power Charging

This part analysis discharging by using reactive power (Q) to define when it would be more helpful than discharging active power (P) to the electrical grid. Since reactive power is strongly attached to voltage, it is expected that providing reactive power would aid the voltage stability more than supplying active power. It is supposed that providing reactive power instead of active power would not be an intricate power electronics issue for the charging stations & battery. Sequences of Figures from (17 to 22) are created to fully inspect the benefit of discharging in reactive power instead of active power. All of this study is achieved by using voltage dependent fuzzy for the 16-generator system of this paper; the vehicle to grid is at bus (49). The Figures include; voltage magnitude, state of charge, load active and reactive power, active and reactive charging and maximum eigenvalue.

3.6.1. 16-Generator System Based Voltage Dependent Fuzzy and Vehicle to Grid at Bus (49)

Figure 17 depicts the voltage magnitude for the active and reactive power at bus 49 based on voltage dependent technique. We can observe that, the reactive power-based controller enhances the voltage profile slightly more than the active power which is the most considerable change in voltage value.
Figure 17. Voltage dependent technique (Voltage) at bus (49) and 16-generator system

Figure 18 illustrates the state of charge of the vehicle to grid station comparing the discharging of both active power and reactive power-based controllers. Discharging using reactive power is bit more beneficial than discharging with active power; in that case, the state of charge stays a bit higher.

Figure 18. Voltage dependent technique (State of charge) at bus (49) and 16-generator system
Figure 19 presents the active power load as a function of time at bus (49). The active power load is a bit lower at the maximum point; nevertheless the gradation makes the difference hard to sight.

Figure 20 depicts the reactive power load (Q) as a function of time at bus (49). The reactive power load profile is crucially lower for the reactive power-based controller which is clue of the controller design.
Figure 21 depicts the output controller as a function of time at bus (49). We can observe that reactive power-based controller takes slightly less power to obtain better results than the active power-based controller.

Figure 21. Voltage dependent technique (Vehicle to grid station) at bus (49) and 16-generator system

Figure 22. Voltage dependent technique (Maximum eigenvalues) at bus (49), and 16-generator system
Figure 22 illustrates the maximum eigenvalues as a function of time of the inverse matrix load flow Jacobian. The eigenvalue profile assures that discharging with reactive power is slightly more salutary in regard to the voltage stability of the system.

4. Conclusions

This paper illustrated the development of a suggested framework for the carrying-out of the vehicle to grid concept by using fuzzy technique. This study discusses the roles these fuzzy techniques in power systems can play as controllable smart load flow regulators among the utility grid and the EVs to assist with the voltage stability of the electrical grid. In this work a vehicle to grid system model was depicted which composed of a FLC, a vehicle to grid station and an electrical grid (16 & 6-generator systems). The output controller was modified, taking into account important factors like bus voltage and EV status (state of charge).

For the objective of implementing a V2G model in this paper, two fuzzy controllers are designed to study the effect of every controller on the power system in respect to system voltage stability.

In case study (1), the best fuzzy technique is designed to preferable help with the voltage stability and meeting the state of charge demand of the electrical vehicles and finished from the simulation results that, the controller is implementing completely in conformity to the rules executed, also we observe that the controller support charging slightly more than the voltage stability of the utility grid.

In case study (2), voltage dependent fuzzy controller are designed to notice their impact on the power system in regards to the voltage stability when the controller is only depending on the state of charge of the electrical vehicle batteries or the bus voltage. As observe from the simulation result, they do not have an impact on the voltage stability till the state of charge demand and the bus voltage is totally satisfied concept the electrical vehicles is only helping if state of charge reaches to very high and the electrical grid is helping with the bus voltage is at very high.

In this paper a study is achieved to define the most effective location of a weak versus strong buses, for setting a vehicle to grid station that specified based on the eigenanalysis of the power flow Jacobian. From the simulation results, note that the vehicle to grid charger is better placed on the strong bus to best help with voltage stability of the electrical grid. In addition to that, the prospect of charging with reactive power (Q) instead of active power (P) has been studied and added to the simulation in the framework of vehicle to grid model to see when it can assist with the voltage stability of the electrical grid even more. The simulation results illustrated that it can assist the power system in regard to system voltage stability.

Appendix

Test system studied in this paper:
A. Single line diagram of 16-generator and 68-bus system
B. Single line diagram of 6-generator and 21-bus system
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